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Priced on par with entry-level 
dovetailers, Leigh’s latest 
template-style jig makes quick 
work of through dovetails and 
box joints exceeding the ability 
of competing jigs to rout wide 
workpieces. The trick is the way 
the template jumps down the 
beam and locks onto awaiting pin 
plates. Rout the �irst 9", move the 
template to the next position, and 
continue routing. Using the three 
plates included with the kit, you 
can join boards up to 27" wide 
(taller than most blanket chests).

The template comes with 
the necessary hardware, but 
Leigh leaves the beam building 
to the user. Fortunately, the 
instructions and drawings 
are easy to follow. Using the 
assembled jig is just as simple. 
Secure the template to the �irst 
two pin plates, clamp your 
board to the beam, and rout 
your tails with the included 
dovetail bit. To rout the pin 
board, �lip the template and use 
the included straight bit. If the 
joint isn’t quite right, twist the 

elliptically-shaped guide bushing 
(e-Bush), and dial in the �it.

The R9 cannot do half-blind 
or variable-width through 
dovetails, but with additional 
bits and bushings supplied 
with the accessory kit, it can 
rout through dovetails and box 
joints in three different widths.

#153668, $149.00
#153669 accessory kit, $79.00
Tester: Joe Hurst-Wajszczuk

Hot New Tools

Dovetails that 
don’t have to stop
Leigh R9 Plus Joinery System

e-Bush

Beam
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King ColorBoard® and King ColorCore®

Now Available with King MicroShield™

King MicroShield™ is a new kind of antimicrobial
protection upgrade now available in many of King
Plastic Corporation’s polymer sheets, slabs and
massive shapes. King MicroShield helps products
stay cleaner between cleanings and inhibits the
growth of product-damaging microorganisms,
including bacteria, algae and fungi on the surface.

Microbe cell walls that come into contact with King
MicroShield are destroyed on contact, without
creating opportunities for adaptive or resistant
strains to form. Because the antimicrobial agent is
bonded at the atomic level throughout the sheet, it

will not leach out of the product. This means the
agent retains its effectiveness throughout the life of
the product and does not harm the environment. It
is safe, non-toxic and non-hazardous to ship and
handle. The product is EPA-registered and listed
with the FDA as a modifier to medical devices.

Products made using King Plastic Corporation’s
polymers with King MicroShield are easy to clean,
disinfect and keep hygienic using standard cleaning
procedures. Constant use of cleaning solutions will
not affect any King Plastic polymer produced with
King MicroShield.

Engravable Polymer Sheets

Engravable Polymer Sheets Polymer Sheets for Colorful Creations

Polymer Sheets for Colorful Creations

King Plastic Corporation
1100 N. Toledo Blade Blvd.
North Port, FL 34288
www.kingplastic.com

Available at:

King ColorCore® is the 
ideal multi-colored polymer 
sheet for routed signs.

King CuttingBoard® 
is blank cutting board 
material that is FDA & 
USDA approved.

Imagine the 
Possibilities!
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KING
CUTTINGBOARD

®

Family of Polymer Sheets

King CuttingColors® sheets add more than just a colorful touch to a work 
area. They are also an invaluable tool for preventing cross contamination. 

Simply use:
• CB Red for raw meat
• CB Yellow for raw poultry
• CB Green for vegetables
• CB Blue for seafood
• CB Tan for cooked meat

Additional colors can be manufactured to match customer needs and 
specifications. Please call for minimums and delivery.

KING
CUTTINGCOLORS

®

King CuttingBoard

Standard Gauge (inches)  
1/4     |     1/2     |     3/4      |     1     
Approximate Weight/Square Foot (pounds)     
1.25    |     2.5     |     3.75    |     5   
Sheet Size (inches)        
48 x 96     |     60 x 120

King CuttingBoard XL

Standard Gauge (inches)  
1/4     |     1/2     |     3/4     |     1     
Approximate Weight/Square Foot (pounds)     
 .9      |     1.7     |     2.5     |     3.5   
Sheet Size (inches)        
60 x 96     |     60 x 120  

King CuttingColors

Standard Gauge (inches)  
1/2     |     3/4     
Approximate Weight/Square Foot (pounds)     
2.5     |     3.75  
Sheet Size (inches)        
48 x 96 

Custom sheet sizes and gauges available.

Standard Sheet Sizes

King CuttingBoard® and King CuttingBoard® XL 
sheets are available in Natural White. 

King CuttingColors® sheets are available in:

CB Blue
CB Yellow
CB Tan
CB Red
CB Green

In stock at many authorized distributors. Custom and proprietary 
colors available. Please call for minimums, lead times and delivery 
information.

Standard Colors

King CuttingBoard® sheets are available in two versions: Solid King 

CuttingBoard® and King CuttingBoard® XL, which features solid top and 

bottom surfaces over a closed-cellular core.

Use King CuttingBoard in applications requiring the toughest, longest-

lasting board—especially in cases where boards may be re-surfaced 

when worn. Use King CuttingBoard XL in applications demanding 

a professional-strength cutting board in a lighter-weight and more 

economical version. King CuttingBoard XL is especially useful in the 

production of larger one-piece boards that must weigh less than 50 

pounds to conform with NSF regulations.

King Plastic Corporation has been a leader in polymer sheet production 

since 1968. With standard, lightweight and color-coded sheets to choose 

from, King Plastic can supply all of your cutting board needs. 

King Plastic Corp. Limit of Warranty is your money refunded or defective material 
replaced. No other warranties are expressed or implied including warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

Get the easiest 
and most effective 
DAMAGED SCREW 
AND BOLT REMOVAL 
tool on earth...

Save time, effort and aggravation! 
The Grabit®Pro tool lets you 
remove damaged screws and 
bolts easier and faster than 
any other tool available.
It’s an essential for 
every toolbox, from 
weekend warriors to 
experienced contractors.

FOR INFORMATION VISIT 
OUR WEBSITE AT:
WWW.GRABIT-PRO.COM

Available at the following retailers: 

Superior Removal By Design™

DAMAGED 
SCREW OR BOLT?
GRAB IT OUT!
Get the easiest 
and most effective 
DAMAGED SCREW 
AND BOLT REMOVAL 
tool on earth...

DAMAGED 
SCREW OR BOLT?
GRAB IT OUT!

PRO-GRADE DAMAGED SCREW & BOLT REMOVAL
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Water-based �inishes have had 
a big impact on woodworking, 
yet many turners still seem 
stuck on solvent-based �inishes, 
which can pack a punch. This 
is a problem during months 
when the weather’s too cold 
to open windows for proper 
ventilation. Thankfully, General 
Finishes has created a viable 
low-VOC alternative that makes 
turning safer and less smelly.

This new water-based 
urethane formula dries 
surprisingly fast. Using a pad 
or detail sprayer, lay on two or 
three coats, wait a few minutes, 

buff it out, and you’re 
done. (Unlike other 
water-based �inishes, 
this one contains an 
oil resin. It adds a 
bit of color that will 
continue to darken 
over time.) Another 
plus: the �inish resists 
hand oils and acids.

#153331 (8 oz.), $11.99
#153332 (pint), $15.99
#153333  (quart), $24.99
Tester: Kent Harpool

New fi nishing twist for turners
General Finishes Wood Turners Finish
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Cash-strapped woodworkers 
wanting to improve their 
hand-tool skills have 
often been forced to 
choose between buying 
a good crosscut saw (for cutting 
tenon shoulders) or a ripsaw 
(for cutting tenon cheeks and 
dovetails). By offering a pair of 
quality saws that costs as much 
as one good saw elsewhere, Lee 
Valley has solved the problem.

Gent saws were intended for 
“gentlemen woodworkers,” or 
hobbyists, but don't let the name 
fool you. With 77⁄8"-long blades 
that have a cutting depth of 15⁄8", 

these mid-sized 
saws are equally useful for 
precise cuts on thick stock. I 
found the 22 tooth-per-inch 
(tpi) crosscut perfect for cutting 
tenon shoulders. The 20-tpi 
rip saw cuts smoothly, without 
being as aggressive or grabby 
as my 14-tpi dovetail saw. I �ind 
myself reaching for it for all sorts 
of quick at-the-bench cuts.

A boon to beginners, both 
saws tracked straight out of the 
box. The saws look identical, 
but labels on the blades help 
you reach for the right one.

#153791 20 tpi Rip, $49.99
#153790 22 tpi Crosscut, $49.99
Tester: Joe Hurst-Wajszczuk

Hot New Tools

Cash-strapped woodworkers 
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Nice pair of gents
Lee Valley Gent Saws

Easy Wood Tools Moment #7
When you see her face and realize you made
her something she'll be showing off forever.

No sharpening.
No complicated techniques.

Just Easy Wood Tools.

You actually
                   made that?

(859) 246.0294        www.EasyWoodTools.com
1365 Cahill Drive  Lexington, Kentucky 40504

Proud Sponsor of

*Visit EasyWoodTools.com for more Moments!
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 The Power Carver’s Choice.
“I couldn’t make a living 

at what I do if it wasn’t for 
Kutzall products...

I can reduce my work by 
at least 60%.”

JAMES ANDISON
Sweetwood Creations

You put the best of every 
thing you’ve got into it:  
your time, your sweat,  
your creativity.  
Because 
your work 
deserves the best, 
it deserves Kutzall. 
       To fi nd out more, 
please visit us at
KutzallTools.com/woodcraft  
For your best work yet.

www.KutzallTools.com/woodcraft
810-765-1000

u ve ggooot into it:  
e, youuuur sweat,,  
ttttivityyy.y.y.y.  

kk kk
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Your work...

OLV101_Kutzall_HalfPgAdNORULE.indd   1 4/21/10   2:32 PM
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This commercial-quality blade is ideal 
for rip and cross cutting two-sided ply-
wood, whether fi nished or unfi nished.  
It is also perfect for cross cutting solid 
woods.  In fact, there’s no comparable 
blade on the market today.

The Ply Veneer Worker (PVW) uses the 
same high-precision technology that’s 
behind our popular Woodworker II blade.  
Designed for cutting wood products 
only…

• The PVW’s list price is $23 less than 
our Duraline Hi-A/T.

• It delivers fl awless cuts without 
splintering or fuzz.  You never have to 
worry about chip-outs on top or bottom 
surfaces.  No scoring blade is needed.

• It lasts up to 300% longer between 
sharpenings.  The PVW is made of 
super-strong C-4 micrograin carbide 
for extra durability.  Like other Forrest 
blades, it is hand-straightened to ensure 
perfect fl atness and has a side runout 
of +/- .001.

The PVW is superbly engineered.  It 
features a 10º hook, 70 teeth, and a high 

alternate top bevel grind.  You can count 
on this exceptional product to give you 
vibration-free performance and long life.

All Forrest blades, including the new 
PVW, are made in the U.S.A. and have 
a 30-day, money-back guarantee.  So 
order today from your Forrest dealer or 
retailer, by going on-line, or by calling 
us directly.

www.ForrestBlades.com   1-800-733-7111 (In NJ, call 973-473-5236)
 © 2012 Forrest Manufacturing        Code WC

NEW FROM FORREST!

Ply Veneer Worker Blade
Designed Specifi cally for Cutting Plywood and Plywood Veneers



Get a tool that can do more. The Rockwell 3RILL 

combines all the functions of a dual speed drill, 

clutched screwdriver and high torque impact driver in 

one compact, powerful tool.  Change modes easily by 

flipping the switch.  Plus, with a “Batteries For Life” 

warranty you will have all the power you ever need.  

Watch a video of the 3RILL by taking a picture of the 

tag below with your smartphone.  

www.woodcraft3rill.com

Rockwell_3RILL_ad_WOODCRAFT_r2.indd   1 8/27/11   2:56 AM
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  Dovetail a case
  Divide a cabinet into 
compartments

  Create a cornice

  4 more projects
  Famous furniture

And learn how to…

Plus…

Best-ever
LUMBER RACK

DECORATIVE FINISHES 
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